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Adversarial Attack Example1
2
Right image is generated by adding small noise (middle) to the left image. Though the noise is 
small, DNN model classifies left image as “panda” but the right image as “gibbon”.
1Yuan, X., He, P., Zhu, Q., Li, X.: Adversarial examples: Attacks and defenses for deep learning. IEEE Transactions 
on Neural Networks and Learning Systems pp. 1–20 (2019). https://doi.org/10.1109/TNNLS.2018.2886017
Deep Learning in Distributed Network Environments 
• Adversarial attack problem: Generate an adversarial sample/example 
such that it is close to its original/natural sample viewed by human eyes 
but misclassified by Deep Neural Network (DNN) models.
• Distributed network environments: Deep learning is involved in solving 
the following minimization problem
Min H(x) = ΣwjHj(x)
where Hj(x) is an object function in location j and wj reflects the 
importance of the objection function at the j-th location relative to H. 
• Infeasibility of data centralization due to huge data in multi-locations 
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Infrastructure-Level Challenges
• Long network delay between two locations
• Communication security concerns among locations
• Privacy concerns that prevent each location from data sharing
• Heterogeneous properties that result in performance difference
– Locality
– Computing resources
– Data distribution
• Performance and security/privacy trade off
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Public Cloud Issues: Chameleon
• Dataset size: a few hundred GB
• Chameleon container has 8 TB space to store the dataset
– Can use swift to upload dataset to container easily
• Issues:
1. When cloudfuse is used to mount Object Store as a directory inside a 
container, the connection between Object Store and the container is unstable 
• Error: “Transport endpoint is not connected”
2. Container limitation: Restricted to 10,000 items, the maximum number of listings
3. Image saving 
• Difficulty with saving the large image (~400 GB) before a reservation expires
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Campus Cloud/HPC/Cluster-Level Issues
• Infeasibility of experimental platforms
– E.g., OS and super users
• Very few GPU availability
• Running out of memory on GPUs
• Slow hardware upgrade that does not meet a user’s need
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It is Urgent to Build a Large-Scale GPU-Based 
Infrastructure for Huge Data Deep Learning in 
Large-Scale Networks  
Thank you!
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Questions?
